
Detroit Engineered products (DEP), is an engineering services, product development, soware development, consulng and talent acquision company. Since its 
incepon in 1998 in Troy, USA, DEP is now a global company with footprints in Europe, China, Korea, Japan, and India. DEP uses the accelerated and transformed 
product development process, accomplished by ulizing our proprietary plaorm, DEP MeshWorks, which rapidly reduces the development me of products for 
all segments. The MeshWorks plaorm delivers tool sets that accelerate virtual validaon acvies associated with powertrain development across all stages for 
both convenonal and electric powertrain.

WithWith increasing innovaon and environmental awareness, EVs have never been more excing to drive. The electric drivetrain/motor system of EVs present a 
gamut of engineering challenges that require specialized domain experse. DEP’s highly experienced design & engineering team provides soluons aimed to 
develop motors that are more efficient and opmized to provide sufficient power and torque density levels, making them durable for mass producon, across 
mobility plaorms. We provide our customers with services covering motor design and development, opmizaon techniques and redesigning strategies. Our 
cucustomized powertrain soluons offer high efficiency, accelerated performance and beer durability.

DEP offers a complete motors design & development suite, from concept design to detailed electromagnecs, and thermal and mechanical analyses of the motor. 
We offer comprehensive engineering soluons focused on value-added results that encompasses coupled control/circuit, noise & vibraon, and durability & 
fague simulaon for the motor system using expert tools & techniques. Over the decades, DEP has earned a strong reputaon as a trusted partner by delivering 
accurate and robust design engineering services that opmizes the powertrain for performance, cost and efficiency.

ELECTRIC MOTOR SOLUTIONS

Motor represents a major cost, and most automove OEMs invested heavily in 
developing their own motor hardware. But EV becoming the future of 
transportaon, a change of course is required in the designing process which 
starts all the way from scratch for developing the motor/generator. 

The EV/HEV iniaves are facing lots of design challenges because of 
increasing dependency on electrical components and overall complexity, 
coupled with short design cycles.

CapabilityCapability of DEP includes, calculang the induced voltage, load torque, 
cogging torque, inductance, flux linkage, losses (iron, copper, and magnet), 
parameter sensivity, equivalent circuit model extracon, heat generaon, 
temperature distribuon, stress, vibraons, radiated sound, magnezaon, 
demagnezaon, and skew effects.
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